Deep Q-Learning (DQL), a family of temporal difference algorithms for control, employs three techniques collectively known as the 'deadly triad' in reinforcement learning: bootstrapping, off-policy learning, and function approximation. Prior work has demonstrated that together these can lead to divergence in Q-learning algorithms, but the conditions under which divergence occurs are not well-understood. In this note, we give a simple analysis based on a linear approximation to the Q-value updates, which we believe provides insight into divergence under the deadly triad. The central point in our analysis is to consider when the leading order approximation to the deep-Q update is or is not a contraction in the sup norm. Based on this analysis, we develop an algorithm which permits stable deep Q-learning for continuous control without any of the tricks conventionally used (such as target networks, adaptive gradient optimizers, or using multiple Q functions). We demonstrate that our algorithm performs above or near state-of-the-art on standard MuJoCo benchmarks from the OpenAI Gym.
Introduction
Deep Q-Learning (DQL), a family of reinforcement learning algorithms that includes Deep Q-Network (DQN) (Mnih et al., 2013; and its continuous-action variants (Lillicrap et al., 2016; Fujimoto et al., 2018b; Haarnoja et al., 2018b) , is often successful at training deep neural networks for control. In DQL, a function approximator (a deep neural network) learns to estimate the value of each state-action pair under the optimal policy (the Q-function), and a control policy selects actions with the highest values according to the current Q-function approximator. DQL algorithms have been applied fruitfully in video games , robotics (Kalashnikov et al., 2018; Haarnoja et al., 2018a) , and user interactions on social media (Gauci et al., 2018 However, despite the high-profile empirical successes, these algorithms possess failure modes that are poorly understood and arise frequently in practice. The most common failure mode is divergence, where the Q-function approximator learns to ascribe unrealistically high values to state-action pairs, in turn destroying the quality of the greedy control policy derived from Q (van . Divergence in DQL is often attributed to three components common to all DQL algorithms, which are collectively considered the 'deadly triad' of reinforcement learning (Sutton, 1988; Sutton & Barto, 2018 ):
• function approximation, in this case the use of deep neural networks,
• off-policy learning, the use of data collected on one policy to estimate the value of another policy,
• and bootstrapping, where the Q-function estimator is regressed towards a function of itself.
Well-known examples (Baird, 1995; Tsitsiklis & Roy, 1997) demonstrate the potential of the deadly triad to cause divergence in approximate Q-learning. However, actionable descriptions of divergence in the general case remain elusive, prompting algorithm designers to attack the triad with an increasingly wide variety of heuristic solutions. These include target networks , entropy regularization (Fox et al., 2016; Haarnoja et al., 2018b) , n-step learning (Hessel et al., 2017) , and approximate double-Q learning .
The absence of theoretical characterization for divergence in DQL makes it challenging to reliably deploy DQL on new problems. To make progress toward such a characterization, we give an analysis inspired by Gordon (1995) , who studied the behavior of approximate value learning algorithms in value space. We examine how Q-values change under a standard DQL update, and derive the leading order approximation to the DQL update operator. The approximate update turns out to have a simple form that disentangles and clarifies the contributions from the components of the deadly triad, and allows us to identify the important role played by the neural tangent kernel (NTK) (Jacot et al., 2018) of the Q approximator. We consider conditions under which the approximate update is or isn't a contraction map in the sup arXiv:1903.08894v1 [cs. LG] 21 Mar 2019
norm, based on the intuition that when it is a contraction DQL should behave stably, and when it is an expansion we should expect divergence.
Based on our analysis, we design an algorithm which is intended to approximately ensure that the Q-function update is non-expansive. Our algorithm, which we call Preconditioned Q-Networks (PreQN) is computationally expensive but theoretically simple: it works by preconditioning the TD-errors in minibatch gradient updates, using the inverse of a matrix of inner products of Q-function gradients. We demonstrate that PreQN is stable and performant on a standard slate of MuJoCo benchmarks from the OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al., 2016) , despite using none of the tricks typically associated with DQL. We also find a neat connection between PreQN and natural gradient (Amari, 1998) methods, where under some slightly restricted conditions, the PreQN update is equivalent to a natural gradient Q-learning update. This connection explains a result noted by Knight & Lerner (2018) : that natural gradient Q-learning appeared to be stable without target networks.
Preliminaries

Contraction Maps and Fixed Points
We begin with a brief mathematical review. Let X be a vector space with norm · , and f a function from X to X. If ∀x, y ∈ X, f satisfies
with β ∈ [0, 1), then f is called a contraction map with modulus β. If f satisfies Eq 1 but with β = 1, then f is said to be a non-expansion.
By the Banach fixed-point theorem, if f is a contraction, there is a unique fixed-point x such that f (x) = x, and it can be obtained by the repeated application of f : for any point x 0 ∈ X, if we define a sequence of points {x n } such that x n = f (x n−1 ), lim n→∞ x n = x.
Q Functions and TD-Learning
DQL algorithms learn control policies in the reinforcement learning (RL) setting with the infinite-horizon discounted return objective. They attempt to learn an approximator to the optimal action-value function Q * , which is known to satisfy the optimal Bellman equation:
Here, s and s are states, a and a are actions, P is the transition kernel for the environment, R is the reward function, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor. The optimal policy π * can be obtained as the policy which is greedy with respect to Q * : π * (s) = arg max a Q * (s, a). Thus, DQL algorithms approximate the optimal policy as the policy which is greedy with respect to the Q * -approximator.
Let T * : Q → Q be the operator on Q functions with T * Q(s, a) given by the RHS of Eq 2; then Eq 2 can be written as Q * = T * Q * . The operator T * is called the optimal Bellman operator, and it is a contraction in the sup norm with modulus γ. When the Q-function can be represented as a finite table and the reward function and transition kernel are fully known, T * can be computed exactly and Q * can be obtained by value iteration: Q k+1 = T * Q k . The convergence of value iteration from any initial point Q 0 is guaranteed by the Banach fixed-point theorem.
When the reward function and transition kernel are not fully known, it is still possible to learn Q * in the tabular setting via Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) . Q-learning updates the Q-values of state-action pairs as they are visited by some exploration policy according to:
is a sample estimate for T * Q k (s, a) using the reward and next state obtained from the environment while exploring. Under mild conditions on state-action visitation (all pairs must be visited often enough) and learning rates α k (they must all gradually go to zero and always lie in [0, 1)), Q-learning converges to Q * . Q-learning is called a temporal difference (TD) algorithm because the updates to Q-values are based on the temporal difference error:
Towards Characterizing Divergence in Deep Q-Learning
Deep Q-Learning (DQL) algorithms are based on the generalization of Eq 3 to the function approximation setting:
where Q θ is a differentiable function approximator with parameters θ, and θ are the parameters after an update. Note that when Q θ is a table, Eq 4 reduces exactly to Eq 3.
Typically, DQL algorithms make use of experience replay (Lin, 1992) and minibatch gradient descent (Mnih et al., 2013) , resulting in an expected update:
where ρ is the distribution of experience in the replay buffer at the time of the update. For stability, it is conventional to replace the bootstrap, the T * Q θ term, with one based on a slowly-updated target network: T * Q ψ , where the parameters ψ are either infrequently copied from θ (Mnih et al., 2013) or obtained by Polyak averaging θ (Lillicrap et al., 2016) . However, we will omit target networks from our analysis.
Unlike Q-learning, DQL in its standard form currently has no known convergence guarantees, although some convergence results (Yang et al., 2019) have been obtained for a closely-related algorithm called Neural-Fitted Q Iteration (Riedmiller, 2005) when used with deep ReLU networks.
Taylor Expansion Analysis of Q
To gain a deeper understanding of the behavior of DQL, we study the change in Q-values following an update based on Eq 5, by examining the Taylor expansion of Q around θ at a state-action pair (s,ā). The Taylor expansion is
and by plugging Eq 5 into Eq 6, we obtain:
where
is the neural tangent kernel (NTK) (Jacot et al., 2018) , and αg = θ − θ. It is instructive to look at Eq 8 for the case of finite state-action spaces, where we can consider its matrixvector form. Theorem 1. For Q-learning with nonlinear function approximation based on the update in Eq 5, when the state-action space is finite and the Q function is represented as a vector in R |S||A| , the Q-values before and after an update are related by:
where K θ is the |S||A| × |S||A| matrix of entries given by Eq 9, and D ρ is a diagonal matrix with entries given by ρ(s, a), the distribution from the replay buffer.
Although extremely simple, we believe that Eq 10 is illuminating because it shows the connection between the deadly triad and the thing we really care about: the Q-values themselves. At leading order,
• the K θ term is the contribution from function approximation, with its off-diagonal terms creating generalization across state-action pairs,
• the D ρ term is the contribution from the off-policy data distribution,
• the T * Q θ term is the contribution from bootstrapping, and these terms interact by multiplication. The form of Eq 10 suggests that a useful way to think about the stability and convergence of deep Q-learning is to reason about whether the leading-order update operator U : Q → Q with values
is or is not a contraction on Q. In what follows, we will develop an intuition for such conditions by considering a sequence of operators that incrementally introduce the components of U. After building intuition for failure modes, we will consider how prior methods try to repair or mitigate them. We contend that prior work in DQL predominantly focuses on the data distribution or the bootstrap, with limited exploration of the contribution from K θ to instability. This analysis inspires PreQN, our new algorithm which attempts to repair divergence issues by cancelling out within-batch generalization errors created by K θ .
Building Intuition for Divergence
The aim of this section is to understand how the update U : Q → Q given by Eq 11 can give rise to instability in deep Q-learning, and how that instability might be repaired.
To begin with, consider the operator U 1 given by
Lemma 1. For α ∈ (0, 1), U 1 given by Eq 12 is a contraction on Q in the sup norm, and its fixed-point is Q * .
Proof for this and all other results in appendix. With sampling, U 1 would be essentially the same operator as used in tabular Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) , and it would benefit from similar performance guarantees. This gives us intuition point 1:
Intuition 1: When U more closely resembles U 1 , we should expect deep Q-learning to behave more stably.
Next, we consider the operator U 2 given by
where D ρ is a diagonal matrix with entries ρ(s, a), a probability mass function on state-action pairs.
Lemma 2. If ρ(s, a) > 0 for all s, a and α ∈ (0, 1/ρ max ) where ρ max = max s,a ρ(s, a), then U 2 given by Eq 13 is a contraction in the sup norm and its fixed-point is Q * . If there are any s, a such that ρ(s, a) = 0 and α ∈ (0, 1/ρ max ), however, it is a non-expansion in Q and not a contraction.
By considering U 2 , we see how the data distribution can have an impact: as long as the exploration policy touches all state-action pairs often enough, U 2 behaves well, but missing data poses a problem. The Q-values for missing state-action pairs will never change from their initial values, and bootstrapping will cause those erroneous values to influence the Q-values for 'downstream' state-action pairs. This leads us to our second point of intuition:
Intuition 2: When data is scarce, deep Q-learning may struggle, and initial conditions will matter more.
Data is scarcest at the beginning of training; empirical results from van Hasselt et al. (2018) suggest that this is when DQL is most susceptible to divergence.
Next, we consider the operator U 3 given by
where K is a constant symmetric, positive-definite matrix. Interestingly, U 3 corresponds exactly to the expected update for the case of linear function approximation, which we make precise in the next lemma:
Lemma 3. For Q-learning with linear function approximators of the form Q θ (s, a) = θ T φ(s, a) and updates based on Eq. 5, under the same conditions as Theorem 1, the Q-values before and after an update are related by
where K(s,ā, s, a) = φ(s,ā) T φ(s, a). Eq. 15 differs from Eq. 10 in that there are no higher-order terms, and K is constant with respect to θ.
We now consider when U 3 is a contraction in the sup norm. Theorem 2. Let indices i, j refer to state-action pairs. Suppose that K and ρ satisfy the conditions:
Then U 3 is a contraction on Q in the sup norm, with fixedpoint Q * .
To frame this discussion, we'll note that the condition in Eq. 17 is extremely restrictive. It requires that ρ > 0 everywhere, and that the off-diagonal terms of K are very small relative to the on-diagonal terms (for typical choices of γ, eg γ = 0.99). As a result, an analysis of this kind may not suffice to explain the success of linear TD-learning in typical use cases. But we nonetheless find this useful in motivating the following point of intuition:
Intuition 3: The stability of Q-learning is tied to the generalization properties of the Q-approximator. Approximators with more aggressive generalization (larger off-diagonal terms in K θ ) are less likely to demonstrate stable learning.
So far, we have reasoned about several individual update operators, but we have not made explicit reference to the full dynamics of training with nonlinear function approximators. In deep Q-learning, both the kernel K θ and the data distribution ρ change between update steps. Thus, each step can be viewed as applying a different update operator. It is important to ask if our intuitions so far have any bearing in this setting; this is the subject of our next result. Theorem 3. Consider a sequence of updates {U 0 , U 1 , ...}, with each U i : Q → Q Lipschitz continuous, with Lipschitz constant β i , with respect to a norm · . Furthermore, suppose all U i share a common fixed-point,Q. Then for any initial point Q 0 , the sequence of iterates produced by Q i+1 = U i Q i satisfies:
Furthermore, if there is an iterate j such that ∀k ≥ j, β k ∈ [0, 1), the sequence {Q 0 , Q 1 , ...} converges toQ.
Roughly speaking, this theorem says that if you sequentially apply different contraction maps with the same fixed-point, you will attain that fixed-point.
In DQL, the common fixed-point between all update operators based on Eq. 5 is Q * . For neural network approximators commonly used in practice, such update operators are unlikely to be contractions and convergence to Q * is out of reach (especially considering that Q * may not even be expressible in the approximator class). Nonetheless, we view Theorem 3 as motivating our final point of intuition:
Intuition 4: Although the DQL update operator varies between steps, intuitions from the constant-update setting can provide useful guidance for understanding and repairing divergence issues in DQL.
To sum up, we enumerate and discuss the failure modes for DQL that appear likely based on our analysis so far. (Fujimoto et al., 2018a) .
It is important to note that these failure modes may not present in clearly-distinguishable ways: indeed, they can cascade into each other, creating feedback loops that lead to divergence. For instance, consider the interaction between over-generalization and extrapolation error. A network with limited generalization would keep the Q-values for missing state-action pairs close to their initial values. This would lead to inaccurate, but not necessarily divergent, downstream Q-values. On the other hand, a network that over-generalizes will significantly alter the Q-values for missing state-action pairs. A slight positive bias (where all of those Q-values increase) will get propagated to downstream Q-values due to extrapolation error, making them optimistic. But this reinforces the positive bias in the generalization to missing state-action pair Q-values-creating a feedback loop, and ultimately divergence.
Interpreting Prior Work
A substantial body of prior work on stabilizing DQL focuses on modifying either the data distribution or the TD-errors.
Data distribution-based methods include massive-scale experience collection, as in Gorila-DQN (Nair et al., 2015) , Ape-X , and R2D2 (Kapturowski et al., 2019) , and methods for improved exploration, like entropy regularization (Haarnoja et al., 2018b) . We speculate that such methods improve stability in DQL primarily by mitigating extrapolation error, by reducing the number of missing state-action pairs. As an alternative to improved data collection, BCQ (Fujimoto et al., 2018a) mitigates extrapolation error by simply preventing missing state-action pairs from being used to form the Bellman backup.
TD error-based methods include target networks , clipped TD errors (commonly implemented via the Huber loss function (Sidor & Schulman, 2017) ), double DQN (van Hasselt et al., 2016) , n-step backups (Sutton, 1988; Hessel et al., 2017) , transformed Bellman operators (Pohlen et al., 2018) , and clipped double-Q learning (Fujimoto et al., 2018b) . These methods do not directly attack specific failure modes, but we speculate that they interfere with error propagation by preventing bad updates from quickly spreading to downstream Q-values. This allows more time for bad updates to get averaged out, or for missing data to be collected.
Relatively little work focuses on over-generalization. Ape-X DQfD (Pohlen et al., 2018) uses an auxilliary temporal consistency (TC) loss to prevent the Q-values of target stateaction pairs from changing; ablation analysis suggested that the TC loss was critical to performance. Similarly, (Durugkar & Stone, 2017) proposed Constrained Q-Learning, which uses a constraint to prevent the average target value from changing after an update; however, (Pohlen et al., 2018) did not find evidence that this technique worked on complex problems.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work addresses the root cause of overshooting or over-generalization failures in DQL: the neural tangent kernel, K θ . Work in this direction would either modify network architecture to result in a K θ more favorable to stability, or modify the update rule in a way which controls the influence of K θ on generalization. Dueling DQN (Wang et al., 2016) does modify network architecture in a way which is known to improve training on Atari games, but there is currently no known theoretical explanation for its benefits. We speculate that an analysis based on K θ may prove insightful, though we have not yet found a clear result on this despite preliminary effort. The general absence of work on DQL stability via K θ is the inspiration for our algorithmic contributions.
Preconditioned Q-Networks
In this section, we will introduce Preconditioned QNetworks (PreQN), an algorithm which is intended to approximately ensure that the Q-function update is a nonexpansion. The core idea is to alter the DQL update so that it behaves as much as possible like Eq. 12 in Q-value space.
Concretely, let Φ θ ∈ R d×|S||A| denote the matrix whose columns are ∇ θ Q θ (s, a). To first order, what we have is
and what we want is an update which results in
for some α ∈ (0, 1). If K θ = Φ T θ Φ θ were invertible, then the update
would attain Eq 20. This update is like a normal DQL update where the TD-errors have been replaced with preconditioned TD-errors, where K −1 θ is the preconditioner. In practice, there are three obstacles to directly implementing Eq 21:
• For large or continuous state or action spaces (as in many problems of interest), it would be intractable or impossible to form and invert K θ .
• If the number of state-action pairs is greater than the number of parameters, K θ will be rank deficient and thus not invertible.
• For nonlinear function approximators (as in DQL), step sizes must be selected to keep higher-order terms small.
To handle these issues, we propose a minibatch-based approximation to the algorithm in Eq 21. Like in standard DQL, we maintain a replay buffer filled with past experiences. Each time we sample a minibatch B from the replay buffer to compute an update, we form K θ for the minibatch, find the least-squares solution Z to
for the minibatch, and then compute a proposed update
Finally, to ensure that the higher-order terms are small, we use a linesearch that starts at Eq 23 and backtracks (by exponential decay) to θ. The acceptance criterion for the linesearch is
where η is a hyperparameter (close to, but less than, 1). That is, a proposed update is only accepted if the resulting change in Q-values for the minibatch is well-aligned with its TD-errors. We refer to this algorithm as Preconditioned Q-Networks (PreQN).
In our experiments, we consider the variant of PreQN styled after DDPG (Lillicrap et al., 2016) , where a separate actor network is trained to allow efficient computation of max a Q θ (s, a). We give the complete pseudocode as Algorithm 1. Note the omission of target networks: we hypothesize that the design of the algorithm makes instability less likely and thus makes target networks unnecessary.
Connection to Natural Gradients
As it turns out, PreQN is equivalent to natural gradient Qlearning (NGQL) when the same samples are used to form both the gradient and the Fisher information matrix. To recap, the update for NGQL is
where g is the gradient from Eq 5 and
is the Fisher information matrix for a gaussian distribution, N (Q θ , I). When using sample estimates of the expectations, we can write the NGQL update in terms of the matrix Algorithm 1 PreQN (in style of DDPG) 1: Given: initial parameters θ, φ for Q, µ, empty replay buffer D 2: Receive observation s0 from environment 3: for t = 0, 1, 2, ... do 4: Select action at = µ φ (st) + Nt 5:
Step environment to get st+1, rt and terminal signal dt 6: Store (st, at, rt, st+1, dt) → D 7: if it's time to update then 8: for however many updates do 9:
Sample minibatch B = {(si, ai, ri, s i , di)} from D 10:
For each transition in B, compute TD errors:
11:
Compute minibatch K θ matrix and find least-squares solution Z to K θ Z = ∆ 12:
Compute proposed update for Q with:
13:
Exponentially decay θ towards θ until
then set θ ← θ . 14:
Update µ with:
15: end for 16: end if 17: end for Φ θ (the d × |S||A| matrix with columns ∇ θ Q θ (s, a)) and the vector of TD-errors ∆ = T * Q θ − Q θ as:
Similarly, the PreQN update as described by Eqs 22 and 23 can be written as
By the following lemma, the two updates in Eqs 27 and 28 are equivalent:
The connection between NGQL and approximately nonexpansive Q-update operators may explain the finding by (Knight & Lerner, 2018 ) that NGQL did not require target networks to remain stable. A related observation was made by (Schulman et al., 2017) , who showed that a natural policy gradient could be viewed as approximately applying a version of Eq 12 for entropy-regularized Q-learning. They also demonstrated a version of DQL that could learn stably without target networks.
Experiments
In our experiments, we investigated the following questions: 
Neural Tangent Kernel Analysis
Based on Theorem 2, we are motivated to empirically evaluate two properties of the neural tangent kernel that appear relevant to stability in DQL: the magnitudes of diagonal elements, and the degree of off-diagonalness. To measure the latter, we consider the ratio of the average off-diagonal row entry to the on-diagonal entry, R i :
where N is the size of the square matrix K. We refer to this quantity as the 'row ratio.'
We evaluate the standard neural networks used in DQL for continuous control: namely, feedforward multi-layer perceptrons with between 1 and 4 hidden layers, and between 32 and 256 hidden units, with either tanh, relu, or sin activations. (See, eg, (Lillicrap et al., 2016; Fujimoto et al., 2018b; Haarnoja et al., 2018b; Rajeswaran et al., 2017) for examples where networks in this range have previously been used.) Because divergence typically occurs near the beginning of training and the NTK is known to converge to a constant in the infinite-width limit (Jacot et al., 2018) , we focus only on the properties of K θ at initialization in these experiments.
For each of three Gym environments (HalfCheetah-v2, Walker2d-v2, and Ant-v2), we sampled a dataset D of 1000 state-action pairs using a "rails-random" policy: a = sgn(u), u ∼ Unif(A). We then randomly initialized neural networks of various sizes and activation functions, computed K θ for each using the state-action pairs in D, and evaluated their on-diagonal elements and average row ratios. We show partial results in Figure 1 , complete results in Appendix C, and summarize findings here: Figure 1 . Average row ratio for networks with 2 hidden layers of size 32 (small), 64 (med), 128 (large), and 256 (exlarge), using data from Walker2d-v2. Error bars are standard deviations from 3 random network initializations (with fixed data).
• Diagonal elements tend to increase with width and decrease with depth, across activation functions.
• Row ratios tend to increase with depth across activation functions, and do not clearly correlate with width.
• Relu nets commonly have the largest on-diagonal elements and row ratios (so they should learn quickly and generalize aggressively).
• Sin networks appear to be in a "sweet spot" of high ondiagonal elements and low off-diagonal elements. This analysis suggests sin activations may be more useful for DQL than has been previously realized.
Based on these results, as we will detail in subsequent sections, we experimented with using sin activations for TD3, SAC, and PreQN.
Benchmarking PreQN
We benchmarked PreQN on five environments from the OpenAI Gym, comparing to TD3 and fixed-temperature SAC, and we present results in Figure 2 . For each algorithm, we experimented with using relu and sin activations, and we found that PreQN performed best with sin activations, while TD3 and SAC performed best with relu activations.
(As a result, we report results in our benchmark for PreQNsin, TD3-relu, and SAC-relu.) However, we did not do any hyperparameter tuning for TD3 and SAC to specifically accomodate the sin activations, and instead relied on hyperparameters based on the literature which were well-tuned for relus. Hyperparameters for all experiments are given in Appendix B.
In general, PreQN is stable and performant, comparing favorably with the baseline algorithms. In some cases it outperforms (eg Swimmer and Ant) and in some cases it underperforms (eg Hopper). We find this outcome interesting and exciting because PreQN represents a different development path for DQL algorithms than is currently standard: it lacks target networks, only uses a single Q-function instead of multiple, makes no modifications to the bootstrap, and uses vanilla gradient steps for Q-learning instead of adaptive or momentum-based optimizers like Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) . However (as we will shortly discuss), we found that it did not fully avert divergence when combined with relu networks.
To measure how well DQL updates push Q-values towards their targets, we evaluated an alignment measure given by cos(Q − Q, y − Q), where y is the target for the algorithm (T * Q θ in PreQN, and T * Q ψ in TD3, where ψ are the parameters of the slowly-changing target network). We show partial results in Figure 3 and complete results in Appendix D. We compared PreQN to TD3, because these two algorithms are equivalent except for the Q-learning component. While PreQN produces high alignment regardless of architecture by design, TD3 with the sin function (TD3-sin) produces updates that are better-aligned with their targets than TD3 with the relu function (TD3-relu). This accords well with our empirical analysis of the NTK: for sin networks, the NTK is closer to diagonal, so Q − Q ≈ αK(y − Q) is closer to α(y − Q). Perhaps surprisingly, performance for TD3-sin was generally weaker than performance for TD3-relu, but we did not retune any of the hyperparameters from TD3-relu for TD3-sin; we speculate that better performance with TD3-sin may be achievable with a target network that updates more quickly. Performance for PreQNrelu was generally weaker than PreQN-sin, primarily due to occasional divergence; this result suggests that cancelling within-batch generalization is not a universal solution to divergence issues, and favorable architecture choices may be useful. However, in experiments not included in this report, we found that divergence issues with PreQN-relu were straightforwardly resolved by decreasing the learning rate (at a nontrivial cost to performance).
We are intrigued by the fact that empirical analysis of the NTK successfully predicts how the cosine alignment of a DQL update changes with architecture in the TD3 experiments. It has been observed that architecture changes can have a significant effect on performance in deep RL (for example, see Henderson et al. (2018) ), but to the best of our knowledge, no one has previously proposed any method for predicting how the behavior of a given algorithm might change with architecture. Based on our results, we are cautiously optimistic that the NTK is the correct object of study for such predictions, and we recommend a more rigorous empirical analysis relating NTK measurements, architectures, and hyperparameter choices in DQL to performance.
Remarks on Computational Cost
Our implementation of PreQN was significantly slower than our implementation of SAC (by more than 50%), due to the requirement of calculating backward passes separately for each state-action pair in the batch, and solving the system of equations K θ Z = ∆. However, we consider it plausible that many adjustments could be made to reduce computational cost from our basic code. (For instance: we did not reuse the gradients from computing K θ for forming the update, s,a Z(s, a)∇ θ Q θ (s, a), and this redundancy can be eliminated.)
Other Related Work
Previously, Melo et al. (2008) proved sufficient conditions for the convergence of Q-learning with linear function approximators. Their conditions were fairly restrictive, essentially requiring that the algorithm behave as if it were on-policy-removing one of the components of the triad. We see an interesting parallel to our results for the linear approximation case (Theorem 2), which also effectively remove a component of the triad by requiring the algorithm to behave as if it were tabular.
Concurrently to our work, (Bhatt et al., 2019) developed CrossNorm, a variant of DDPG that uses a careful application of BatchNorm (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) to achieve stable learning without target networks. Also concurrently, Fu et al. (2019) performed a rigorous empirical study of Fitted Q-Iteration (FQI) (Riedmiller, 2005) to gain insight into divergence issues in DQL, and ultimately proposed an algorithm based on data distribution modifications to improve performance.
Conclusions
In this work, we examined how Q-values change under a DQL update in order to understand how divergence might arise. We used our insights to develop a practical algorithm, called PreQN, which attacks one of the root causes of divergence: the generalization properties of the Q-function approximator, as quantified by the neural tangent kernel (Jacot et al., 2018) . Our experiments show that PreQN, with appropriate design choices, is stable and performant on various high-dimensional continuous control tasks.
Intriguingly, theoretical and empirical work shows that the NTK converges to a constant (independent of network parameters) in the limit of wide networks (Jacot et al., 2018) ; this result makes it possible to study the evolution of neural network functions through their linearization around the starting point (Lee et al., 2019) . In this regime, through the correspondence in Lemma 3, DQL should behave quite closely to linear TD-learning. We consider the detailed analysis of this connection to be an interesting avenue for potential future work.
A. Proofs Lemma 1. For α ∈ (0, 1), U 1 given by Eq 12 is a contraction on Q in the sup norm, and its fixed-point is Q * .
Proof. To establish that U 1 is a contraction, we compute:
Thus U 1 contracts with modulus 1 − (1 − γ)α < 1. That Q * is the fixed-point follows immediately from T * Q * = Q * .
Proof. First, we observe that for any s, a, we have:
Then, by taking the max over (s, a) on both sides (first the right, and then the left), we obtain:
where ρ min = min s,a ρ(s, a). If ρ min > 0 (which is equivalent to the condition ∀s, a, ρ(s, a) > 0), then the modulus (1 − (1 − γ)αρ min ) < 1 and U 2 is a contraction. That its fixed-point is Q * follows from T * Q * = Q * .
However, if ρ min = 0, we merely have an upper bound on U 2 Q 1 − U 2 Q 2 ∞ and that alone is not sufficient to demonstate that U 2 is a not a contraction. This is easy to demonstrate without resorting to inequalities, though: for any s, a with ρ(s, a) = 0, it is straightforward to see that U 2 Q(s, a) = Q(s, a)-that is, U 2 leaves that Q-value unchanged. Thus there are choices of Q 1 , Q 2 such that U 2 Q 1 − U 2 Q 2 ∞ = Q 1 − Q 2 ∞ and U 2 is a non-expansion.
Proof. For the linear function approximation case, ∇ θ Q θ (s, a) = φ(s, a), and the NTK (Eq. 9) therefore has components
which are independent of θ. Thus K θ = K.
Furthermore, ∇ Theorem 2. Let indices i, j refer to state-action pairs. Suppose that K and ρ satisfy the conditions:
Then U 3 is a contraction on Q in the sup norm, with fixed-point Q * .
Proof. Using index notation instead of tracking state-action pairs,
Thus we can obtain a modulus as β(K) = max i j (|δ ij − αK ij ρ j | + αγ|K ij |ρ j ). We'll break it up into on-diagonal and off-diagonal parts, and assume that αK ii ρ i < 1:
A guarantee that β(K) < 1 can then be obtained by requiring that
We note that this is a quite restrictive condition, since for γ high, (1 + γ)/(1 − γ) will be quite large, and the LHS has a sum over all off-diagonal terms in a row.
Theorem 3. Consider a sequence of updates {U 0 , U 1 , ...}, with each U i : Q → Q Lipschitz continuous, with Lipschitz constant β i , with respect to a norm · . Furthermore, suppose all U i share a common fixed-point,Q. Then for any initial point Q 0 , the sequence of iterates produced by Q i+1 = U i Q i satisfies:
Proof. First, to obtain Eq. 18:
Iterate sequence and fixed-point assumption
That the sequence converges toQ follows from
Proof. Let Φ θ ∈ R m×n have rank r and a singular value decomposition given by
, and: Here, 'update frequency' refers to the number of environment steps that would elapse between occasions of updating the networks. During each update, there would be as many gradient descent steps (and target network polyak-averaging steps, if applicable) as environment steps had elapsed since the last update (so that for the overall training run, the ratio of gradient steps to env steps would be 1:1).
'Update after' refers to the number of steps that would elapse at the beginning of training before any gradient descent steps would take place (to allow time for filling the replay buffer).
For improved exploration, at the beginning of training agents would spend 'start steps' number of steps acting under a uniform random policy.
TD3 hyperparameters for target policy smoothing and policy delay were taken from (Fujimoto et al., 2018b) without modification. 
D. Extended Results for
